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1. INTRODUCTION 
The study of differential-difference equations has recently, gained 
important significance due to technological dependence on physical systems 
whose performance is linked with past rate of change. Mathematically, such 
systems [l] are governed by some sort of differential equation with an appro- 
priate delay term which in itself may be a variable quantity. The oscillatory 
behavior of such equations becomes an interesting phenomenon in regard to 
certain high speed physical mechanisms. Some such mechanisms may lose 
their stability due to sudden oscillations caused by delay terms. (See [7, 
p. 5181.) 
A considerable effort has been spent by many authors to study the oscilla- 
tory behavior of these equations. The interested reader is referred to [2, 3, 8, 
9, 10, 111 and the references cited in them. The attempt so far has been to 
unify these results with similar results about ordinary differential equations 
when the delay term is zero. However obvious examples such as 
y”(t) - y(t - Tr) = 0 (1) 
due to Bradley [2] clearly indicates by its solutions sin t and cos t that its 
oscillatory behavior is different from that of the ordinary differential equation 
y”(t) - r(t) = 0, (2) 
which is nonoscillatory. This difference in the behavior of Eqs. (1) and (2) 
is clearly due to the delay term W. 
Recently Ladas and Lakshmikantham [6] showed that ifp(t) > 0, p’(t) < 0 
and @p(r) > 2, then the bounded solutions of the equation 
y”(t) - mY(t - 4 = 0 (3) 
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are oscillatory. Taking p(t) E 1 and T = 0, Eq. (3) reduces to Eq. (2) which 
we know is nonoscillatory. Ladas, Ladde and Pappadakis in [5, Theorem 3.11 
generalized these results to a more general equation 
where 
Y”tt) - f Pi(t)Y(gi(t)) = Ov (4) 
i=l 
g&> < t, i = 1) 2 )...) n. 
Our purpose, here, is to consider a still more general equation 
(n >, 1 an integer) (5) 
and find an oscillatory criteria which will encompass as particular cases, the 
results of [5j and [6]. 
In what follows, we call a functionf(t) E C[t, , oc), t, > 0, oscillatory if it 
has arbitrarily large zeros. Otherwise call it nonoscillatory. All solutions 
referred to Eqs. (l)-(5) will be, henceforth, continuously extendable solutions 
on some positive half real axis. 
2. MAIN RESULTS 
The following assumptions are to hold for the rest of this paper. (See 
[5, P. 3861.) 
(i) pi , gi ~‘C[[ts , GO), R], pi 3 0, i = I, 2, 3 ,..., FZ and for some index 
i. , 1 ,< ia < n, p,,(t) > 0 for t 3 to . 
(ii) gi(t) < t and lim t+mgi(t) = co for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
(iii) gi’(t) > 0 for i = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose 
lim+sup 2 Jt Mt> - &w”-ll pi(s) ds > 1 , 
i=l g*(t) (2n - l)! 
where 
(4 
Then every bounded solution of Eq. (5) is oscillatory. 
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Proof. Let y(t) be a bounded nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (5). Since y(t) 
eventually assumes a constant sign, we can without any loss assume that 
y(t) > 0 eventually. Let T be large enough so that for t > T 3 t, , 
y(gi(t)) > 0 for i = 1, 2,..., n. Due to condition (i), it follows from Eq. (5) 
that yczn)(t) > 0. Due to the fact that y(t) is bounded and positive, the con- 
clusion yczn)(t) > 0 implies the following 
(-l)iy’“‘(t) 3 0, i = 1, 2, 3 ,..., 2n. 
Let p, Q > T. By generalized mean value theorem we have 
(6) 
Y(P) =Y(!7) + (P - dY’(4) +(@gYw + -** 
+ (P,-P);;‘yt2n-“(q) + (p - d2n 
(7) 
n . (24, Y’““v% 
where 13 E (P, 4). 
Since y(2*)(/3) > 0, we have from (7) 
Let 
Y(P) 2 Y(Q) + (P - 4) Y’(4) +(yY”k) + **. 
+ (p2-~);;ly'2"-l)(q)* 
n . 
P = g&)7 4 = giw 
(8) 
Then from (8), we obtain 
y(g,(s)) b r(g&>) + (g&) - k!i(O) Y’WN + gAs) ;,gg(t))2 Y”k&)) + *** 
+ MS> - &(a”“-’ y’2n-l’(gi(q) 
(2n - l)! (9) 
from where 
y’2”‘(s) = &(s) Y(&(S)) 
+ (2ny l)! g%+) (&N - gi(t))2n-1Yczn-1)(gl(t)). 
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Integrating (10) between [g*(t), t] we get 
‘““-“W)) 5,1ctl P&> (g&) - gi(t))2”-1 ds. 
(11) 
(11) now yields 
Y’2n-1’(t) 3 f  Y(&W) s,:,, Pi(S) aTs 
i=l 
+ B f y”(&)) s” (g,(s) - g&N2 ~4s) ds 
i=l o*(t) 
+ 
. . . _ ‘2+l)(g*(t)) 
Y(2n - l)! 
x i St (gi(t) - g,(s))““-’ pi(s) ds - (272 - l)! 
I 
. (12) 
i=l g*(t) 
Due to condition (A) of this theorem, conclusion (6) and the fact that 
g&> - &> G 0 ( since s < t), each term to the right of (12) is nonnegative 
while the left side of (12) is nonpositive. This contradiction proves the 
theorem. 
Remark 1. This theorem generalizes Theorem 3.1 of [5] and Theorems 
2.1-2.4 of [6]. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the equation 
y(“‘)(t) - y(t - A) = 0. 
Here 
g(t) = t - 7r. 
g(s) = s - -7, 
p(t) = 1, 
n = 3. 
(13) 
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Therefore, 
In fact Eq. (13) h as sin t and cos t as bounded osciliatory solutions although 
the equation 
y(“I)(t) -y(t) = 0 (14) 
is nonoscillatory. 
3. MORE RESULTS 
The following theorem extends Theorem 2.1 of [5j to a more general 
equation (5). 
THEOREM 2. Assume that for some index k, 1 < k < n, gr’(t) > 0 and 
lim S”&%wJd4 ds = o. 
t+m p-2 
Let y(t) be a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. (5). Then either [ y(t)1 --+ 0 ok 
~y(t)~-+ooast+oo. 
Proof. Without any loss we can assume that y(t) is eventually positive. 
Let tl be large enough so that for t > t, , both y(t) and y(gi(t)), i = 1,2,..., ti 
is positive. From Eq. (5), it follows that 
Yc2w 3 M) Y(&G)) > 92 (15) 
for t > t, . This implies that all the previous derivatives are monotonic and 
hence y(“)(t) (i = 1, 2,..., n - 1) is either nonnegative or negative. 
Case 1. Suppose y@n-l)(t) >, 0, t 3 t, . This means that y(2n-2)(t) is 
concave up and increasing and hence y(2n-2)(t) + CO as t + CO *y(t) -+ CO 
as t-+03. 
Case 2. Suppose y(2+-l)(t) < 0, t > t, . Then y(2n-1)(t) -+ 0 as t + 00 
in view of (15) and the fact that y(t) > 0 for t > tl . Since y(t) is monotonic 
and positive either y(t) -+ co as t -+ 00 or y(t) + OL as t + CO. We will show 
that (Y = 0. If  OL # 0, then boundedness and nonnegativeness of y(t) implies 
conclusion (6). Also 
CO= srn g&) M) dt < j- &c(t) 4 (16) 
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from condition (B). Multiplying (15), by t, dividing by y(g(t)) we get 
(17) 
Now, from conclusion (6) we have for t 3 t, 
(-l)iy’i’(t) > 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., 2n - 1. 
Therefore y(gk(t)) 3 y(t) since gk(t) < t. (17) implies 
ty’Z”‘(t) -- 
r(t) 
3 tlb(t>. (18) 
Integrating (18) over [tl , t] we have 
y(2+l)(t) t _ y’2n-l’(t,) t, 
s 
t ~‘~“-l’(s) ds 
+c 
t ~‘~“-l’(s) sy’(s) ds 
YW Y(h) - tl Y(S) t1 Y”(S) 
s 
t (1% 
b SP&> ds. 
t1 
Dividing (19) by t2n-2 we get 
y’2”-“‘(t) _ y(zn-l)(t,) t, 1 -- 
P-3y( t) P-“y(tJ t2n-2 s 
t Y(~‘---;’ ds , 
t1 
t2”1-2 jtl sy’2n;~~~‘0 ds 
1 t 
t- t2n-2 I t1 
~1-44 ds 2 & j t g&) 14s) ds- 
t1 
Now in (20), let us assume that 1z 3 2. This theorem is true for 71 = 1 by 
Theorem 2.1 of [5]. 
The right-hand side of (20) tends to co as t -+ co. On the left, the first term 
is negative: the second term is finite: the third term namely, 
1 
t2n-2 
1 
.r 
t 
,<----- ,,2n-2 - yf2n-l’(s) ds 
t1 
= -A-- [y'""-"'(t,) - y(2"-2'(t)] < co, 
(21) 
&27+-2 
by conclusion (6). Now the fourth term on the left of (20) is 
1 - j” sv”“-;($+) ds < ’ 
t2n-2 
t1 
,2t2n-3 f 
t y(2n-l,(s) y’(s) ds, (22) 
t1 
since y’(t) < 0 and yfan-l)(t) ,< 0. 
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<M t ‘(y2t2”-9 s tl I r’(s)1 ds = L s” (-y’(s)) ds < co ,2t2n-3 t1 
since n 3 2 and 
M > 1 y’2”-1’(t)l . 
Thus all terms on the left of (20) are either finite or negative. Since the right- 
hand side goes to co as t -+ oc), this contradiction shows that y(t) -+ 0 as 
t-+0. 
The proof is now complete. 
Remark 1. The proof of this theorem shows that if n > 2, then condi- 
tion (B) can be replaced by 
lim [ s” g”$,)J$s) ds ] = /j > 0. 
t-xc w> 
In fact, following the proof of the theorem if 01 # 0, then each term on the 
left of (20) tends to zero where as the right-hand side tends to /3 > O-a 
contradiction. 
EXAMPLE 2. Consider the equation 
ycl”)(t) - e-vy(t - 7r) = 0, 
which has y  = e-t as nonoscillatory solution that goes to zero as t + co. Now 
by condition (C) 
fil (s - GT) e-R ds = e+(t - T)~ 
t2 
ecn(t, - T) ~ e-n 
2t2 - t2 
t ~ co 
2 
as 
This example reveals the usefulness of condition (C). 
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